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1.

INTRODUCTION AND EVALUATION BACKGROUND

1.1

DC Research Ltd was appointed in October 2014 by LCB Depot and Leicester City
Council to provide Evaluation Reports for the Creative Enterprise Hub Project.

1.2

The evidence contained in this Final Report builds on February’s Interim report. A
survey of all beneficiary businesses has gathered further evidence on the
outcomes and impacts generated by Creative Enterprise Hub, along with further
analysis under Stage 2, an Additionality Assessment and further case study
consultations with businesses.

Evaluation Method and Approach
1.3

The approach taken to the evaluation is summarised in the box below, and has
contributed to both the interim and final evaluation reports:

Inception, Scoping & Progress tasks.
Desk Based Analysis. This involves three key elements:


(i) Documentation and Policy Analysis which reviewed the context for the
project, and how it might evolve in future in terms of sustaining key practice.
Additionally, this analysis provides an indication of the impact that national trends
or other factors may have had on the project and establish how it has adapted to
change.



(ii) Review of all relevant project documentation including original bid
documents, delivery plans, progress reports, minutes of meetings and photographic
evidence. Specifically, the study team will seek to understand how the investment
in the Creative Enterprise Hub has generated relevant impacts in terms of
Relevance, Effectiveness, Synergy, and Additionality.



(iii) Project Performance Analysis which involved a comprehensive review of
data and documentation to establish the quantitative performance of the overall
project to assess:


The extent to which the project has delivered against key performance
measures/targets, outputs, milestones and spend.



The extent to which the project has delivered its objectives and its outcomes.



The extent to which the project has delivered value for money.

Generating Evaluation Evidence and Insights. This involved carrying out a range
of one-to-one consultations using face to face with funders, stakeholders, businesses
and members of the delivery team a list of consultees for this interim report is included
in Annex 1 to this report.
These discussions inform all aspects of the evaluation, providing the opportunity to gain
valuable information about the governance, management and delivery of the project,
as well as capturing impacts, good practice, lessons learnt and recommendations for
succession planning.
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Structure of Report
1.4

1.5

This report forms the Final Evaluation Report for Creative Enterprise Hub, and is
structured as follows:


Section 2 considers the context within which Creative Enterprise Hub has been
delivered, and sets out the relevance and rationale for the project itself, and
its wider strategic/policy fit.



Section 3 focuses on the effectiveness of the delivery approach for Creative
Enterprise Hub, identifying the strengths, good practice, and challenges of each
of the key aspects of project delivery and management.



Section 4 focuses on the impacts and achievements of Creative
Enterprise Hub. It considers the progress made against the objectives,
targets and outcomes, and the evidence from case studies and the beneficiary
survey.



Section 5 comprises an additionality assessment of Creative Enterprise Hub,
using evidence from sections 3 and 4.



Section 6 sets out some key conclusions, and also next steps for CEH.



Annex 1 provides the list of consultees – the individuals that were consulted
during the evaluation process.



Annex 2 sets out the 10 business beneficiary case studies.



Annex 3 contains additional evidence from the business beneficiary survey not
presented in Section 4.

DC Research would particularly like to thank Russ Pacey at LCB Depot’s Business
Development Team for his insight, guidance, advice and support, and also thank
Chris Slowe, also from the Business Development Team for the provision of key
datasets.
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2.

CONTEXT AND RATIONALE FOR CREATIVE ENTERPRISE HUB

2.1

There has been ongoing interest in developing the creative industries in the
Leicester economy, with the award winning LCB Depot being at the forefront of
providing a range of resources and expertise for the past 10 years. The former
Leicester City Bus Depot now provides a wide range of services to support the
creative industries in Leicester, including hosting/managing:


Workspaces and postal address options for creative businesses, and meeting
rooms.



Gray's Coffee Shop and Kitchen.



Business development including a new grant scheme.



A gallery that showcases the very best local artistic talent.



An events programme including training, social and networking events.



A home to over 80 creative businesses in Leicester.

2.2

LCB Depot has been expanded by further workspace development at Phoenix
Square and Makers’ Yard, and key projects such as Creative Enterprise Hub that
support businesses located in and around the Cultural Quarter.

2.3

Phoenix Square is a unique building housing workspaces, an independent cinema,
cafe bar, gallery, and 63 apartments. LCB Depot manages 29 creative workspaces,
a business lounge and postal address service at Phoenix, which is also the base for
the business development service (which manages Creative Enterprise Hub along
with other connected projects).

2.4

Makers’ Yard is an award winning building containing 10 studios for creative
entrepreneurs located in the Cultural Quarter. Makers’ Yard is the oldest surviving
hosiery factory in the East Midlands.

2.5

According to the Local Economic Assessment, Leicester City has 4,300 jobs in
creative businesses and Leicestershire County has 7,400 jobs. Across the Leicester
& Leicestershire Economic Partnership (LLEP) level this equates to 11,700 jobs or
2.8% of local employment. The creative industries is often characterised by high
levels of self-employment, with many choosing to work on a freelance basis.
Research commissioned by Creative Leicestershire in 2010 suggests that an
estimated 3,500 people working in the creative industries on a self-employed basis
in Leicester and Leicestershire.

2.6

The Strategic Economic Plan for Leicester and Leicestershire notes the
existence of some significant local specialisms in creative design, and aims to
increase its employment, drive up earnings and GVA, and improve survival and
productivity in the sector.

2.7

Leicester’s Economic Action Plan refers to opportunities for strong growth in
the creative industries, referring to the growing cluster of creative industries
centred on St George’s Cultural Quarter, one of four Leicester Business Investment
Areas to help accelerate growth in priority sectors. It highlighted the development
of Makers’ Yard, which consists of 8,000 sqft of workspace for designer makers,
and makes the case for a further 11,000 sqft for young creatives in the Cultural
Quarter.

2.8

Reinforcing that creative industries are a key sector priority, Leicester and
Leicestershire Enterprise Partnership has recently commissioned work to develop a
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Creative Industries Sector Growth Action Plan for Leicester and
Leicestershire. This study will measure and understand the current profile and
dynamics of the sector to identify barriers to and opportunities for growth, and to
work closely with partners to identify specific actions which will enhance the growth
potential of the sector.
2.9

A recent report published by NESTA, The Geography of the UK’s Creative and HighTech Economies1, recognises Leicestershire as a creative economy hotspot.

Introducing Creative Enterprise Hub
2.10

The rationale for Creative Enterprise Hub stemmed from a mixture of the
success and legacy of past ERDF creative enterprise projects, and the need to
populate the workspace in the Cultural Quarter with dynamic creative businesses.
Phoenix Square was opening in 2009, and comprises an independent arts cinema
and immersive digital gallery, individually designed homes, office studios and
creative workspace.

2.11

Creative Enterprise Hub started in August 2010 and will end on 30th June 2015. It
is one of the longest running projects on the East Midlands European Regional
Development Fund (ERDF) Programme.

2.12

The objective of the Creative Enterprise Hub project, which was originally jointly
funded by the ERDF and the Working Neighbourhoods Fund (WNF) and
commissioned by Leicester City Council and managed by LCB Depot, is to provide
a comprehensive business development support programme to the
creative industries in Leicester.

2.13

Creative Enterprise Hub was designed to build on the success of these past projects
by providing a business support offer in the Cultural Quarter on top of the new
workspace offer at Phoenix Square, and the established offer at LCB Depot, with
the development at Makers’ Yard further developing the creative workspace
available in the Cultural Quarter. It was intended to provide a development
resource to encourage new start-ups and retain creative graduates in the city.

2.14

This cluster of activity in and around the Cultural Quarter sets LCB Depot’s spaces
and supporting projects apart from private sector workspace and business
development. Some of the support needs are generic to most businesses, whereas
other are more niche. Creative Enterprise Hub has successfully segmented
and understood the needs, nuances and differences, and prioritised where
intervention is necessary.

2.15

When the first ERDF application was submitted for Creative Enterprise Hub, the
focus for business support provision was on ‘business simplification’, which led to
a number of project specific conditions being agreed. This contributed to the
project’s appraisal taking two years to complete, and LCB Depot worked hard to
retain key project staff during this period.

2.16

During the appraisal process, proposals for a grant scheme element to Creative
Enterprise Hub, and also a proposed partnership with De Montfort University were
taken out of Creative Enterprise Hub. In 2010 the project finally secured EDRF
funding and has been delivering support ever since.

1

http://www.nesta.org.uk/publications/geography-uks-creative-and-high-tech-economies
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2.17

Creative Enterprise Hub also benefited from Working Neighbourhoods Funding,
which focused on disadvantaged communities in the City, providing an available
source of match funding in Priority Access 22 (PA2) areas.

2.18

Creative Enterprise Hub and wider creative industries support in Leicester is
underpinned by a consistent strategic rationale that:

2.19



Creative industries are a growth sector for Leicester.



Leicester has developed a track record of supporting creative industries for
some time, especially around the Cultural Quarter.



Creative Industries in Leicester require face to face support and mentoring,
supportive and supported networks, infrastructure and access to finance.



Support for creative industries in Leicester has worked especially well when
it has been delivered through a mix of appropriate premises and
appropriate business support.

The support provided by Creative Enterprise Hub has been delivered in this
strategic context in a period of changing political structures, including the transition
from Regional Development Agencies (RDAs) to Local Enterprise Partnerships
(LEPs), the election of the City Mayor, and the move towards austerity in terms of
public sector funding. Despite this, the rationale for Creative Enterprise Hub has
remained constant.

2

Priority Axis 2 is concerned with increasing sustainable economic and enterprise activity in disadvantaged
communities and is spatially targeted to focus resources on the most disadvantaged areas whilst exploiting the
potential linkages to adjacent areas of economic growth. The aim is to create new indigenous economic
opportunities by building local capacity, resources and support; reviving local infrastructure and environments
and stimulating and supporting enterprise and new market opportunities.
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3.

DELIVERY AND PERFORMANCE

3.1

Creative Enterprise Hub has been delivered by the Business Development Team
based at Phoenix Square, managed by LCB Depot and accountable to Leicester City
Council. It has also had an internal project board that has met periodically. Most
project management decisions are made by the Creative Enterprise Hub Project
Manager and the Creative Workspace Development Manager at LCB Depot.

3.2

Leicester City Council managed externally funded projects through its Corporate
Portfolio Management Office (CPMO). CPMO provides a register of all the
Council’s projects, provides training and support, and also provides programme
governance expertise. Creative Enterprise Hub has to report on monthly progress
to CPMO, providing a reporting mechanism to senior offices, based on a traffic light
system, with Creative Enterprise Hub never having given CPMO any cause for
concern.

3.3

The Creative Enterprise Hub has changed over time, as might be expected given
the duration of the project, with every post in the team having had two incumbents.
The original project proposal contained more staff, but there were challenges in
recruiting experienced and qualified business support staff into the project. Despite
this, the team has always performed well, and the current team is highly thought
of by both stakeholders and by the businesses that the evaluation has engaged
with to date.

3.4

The programme comprises 2 core elements: the first focussed on pre and early
start businesses, providing a start-up hub offering:

3.5



Free hot-desking facility in a designated workspace in Phoenix Square.



Two day start-up workshop.



1-2-1 coaching or advice.



Bespoke business development workshops.



Consultancy support.



Supply chain network events.



Sign-posting to other relevant support organisations.

The second element supports and develops existing creative businesses in Leicester
by providing:


1-2-1 coaching or advice.



Tailored management and growth workshops.



Supply chain networking events.



Sign-posting to other relevant support organisations.

3.6

Creative Enterprise Hub operates primarily for LCB Depot, Phoenix Square and
Makers’ Yard, all based in Leicester’s Cultural Quarter. The project continues to
manage an incubation hub for pre and early start businesses, and hot-desking
facilities in dedicated workspace at the Phoenix.

3.7

Over its lifetime Creative Enterprise Hub has had a number of contract variations
agreed with DCLG (Department for Communities and Local Government) as a result
of shifting costs and expenditure re-profiling.
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3.8

The quality of ERDF project management administration, especially in the
past two years, was particularly noted by DCLG, with Creative Enterprise Hub
being well administered along with a number of other connected business support
projects. DCLG view these projects as being very well managed, with there being
clear benefits in managing and administrating these projects in one bundle, as well
as benefits in terms of crossover and performance.

3.9

Table 3.1 shows the agreed budget and forecast spend as of June 2015.

Table 3.1: Creative Enterprise Hub Budget and Forecast Spend
Eligible Total
Funder
ERDF PA2
WNF

Agreed
budget
£274,979
£163,444

Total

£438,423

Ineligible spend

£246,232
£146,357

Agreed
budget
£0
£10,805

£392,589

£10,805

Forecast

Total Project

£0
£27,892

Agreed
budget
£274,979
£174,249

£27,892

£449,228

Forecast

Forecast
£246,232
£174,249
£420,481

Source: DC Research analysis of Creative Enterprise Hub Financial Data, June 2015 (accessed 17 June
2015)

3.10

Table 3.2 shows the ERDF revenue expenditure profile of the project as of June
2015.

Table 3.2: CEH ERDF Revenue Expenditure Profile, to date and offer targets
Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Total

2010

-

-

£0

£6,394

6394

2011

£9,066

£10,104

£10,104

£18,627

£47,901

2012

£16,113

£24,074

£31,233

£30,992

£102,412

2013
£0
£38,230
£30,988
£50,107
2014
£46,536
£27,951
£17,940
£10,876
2015
£13,354
2015 Offer
£13,220
£22,419
£22,211
Targets
Source: DC Research analysis of Creative Enterprise Hub Financial Data,
(accessed 22 June 2015)
3.11

£119,325
£103,303
£13,354
£57,850

June 2015

Table 3.3 summarises the performance of the project to date.

Table 3.3: Creative Enterprise Hub Output Performance to Q3 2014/15
Achieved Variance to
Output
Target
to date
date
No. of businesses assisted to improve
60
69
+9
performance
No. of people assisted to start a business
60
79
+19
No. of jobs created
15
28
+13
No. of businesses improving performance
GVA resulting from businesses improving
performance
No. of businesses created and new businesses
attracted to the region

12

15

+3

£72,000

£479,290

+£407,290

16

16

0

Source: DC Research analysis of Creative Enterprise Hub Monitoring Data, June 2015 (accessed 17
June 2015)
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Table 3.3 shows that as of June 2015 Creative Enterprise Hub has exceeded its target
on five of its six outputs and met the other. Additionally, the project expects to
further overachieve on its outputs through to the end of its current extension.
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4.

IMPACT OF CREATIVE ENTERPRISE HUB

This section presents impact evidence from both the ten case studies undertaken as part
of the evaluation, and from the business beneficiary survey.

Impact evidence from the Case Studies
4.1

The study has included 10 case study consultations with businesses that have
benefited from support from Creative Enterprise Hub (Manike Music, Hive
Films/Media, Seed Creativity, Stigler Graphics and Workspace 1 in the Interim
Phase, and The Unloved, Julia’s Bobbins, munro+whitton, Becky Wilson Media
Geek, and Pivotal Marketing in the Final Phase).

4.2

All the case studies have highlighted Creative Enterprise Hub’s critical role
in providing them with support throughout their development.

Confidence to start
4.3

All the case studies highlighted the role of Creative Enterprise Hub in supporting
them in starting the business. For example, Workspace 1 acknowledge that it
would have been very difficult to have survived and grown without Creative
Enterprise Hub, especially the support Workspace 1 received at the start-up stage
(not least the nine months free office space).

4.4

A number of the cases highlighted the importance of the ‘Passion Finder’
workshops delivered through Creative Enterprise Hub, helping the entrepreneurs
focus on what they really wanted to do at the ‘pre start’ stage, and what they really
wanted to get out of their businesses. For example:


Stigner Graphics first encountered Creative Enterprise Hub through the
university, and engaged with the project through workshops whilst thinking
through the possibility of setting up a business. The two day workshop ‘Passion
Finder’, was critical in the decision to start up, along with coaching discussions
with the Creative Enterprise Hub team.



CEH provided particular support to the Social Media Geek in terms of the
individual barriers related to making the ‘leap’ from being employed to starting
a business, and provided an opportunity to Social Media Geek to deliver social
media training to other businesses, leading in turn to further opportunities to
deliver training and workshops.

Confidence to grow
4.5

Creative Enterprise Hub supported Hive Films in moving to a more commercial
footing through Hive Media, which has now done work for Saatchi/Visit England,
charities such as LASS (Leicester Aids Support Services), and is working with
schools on the MP6 project encouraging children to engage in political public
speaking. Hive now works across the public and private sector on commercial
contracts as well as developing its own feature and short films.

4.6

Creative Enterprise Hub provided logical advice and a sounding board at critical
points in Seed Creativity’s development, supported by a business audit and
workshop sessions. This mix of advice and support gave Seed the confidence to
grow, with Creative Enterprise Hub coaching and mentoring support providing
reassurance and validation when required.
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4.7

CEH has provided Pivotal Retail Marketing with the confidence to go out and
make progress; securing new clients, and more importantly, securing larger
projects for larger clients. Pivotal has, as a consequence, seen a distinct drop in
its risk factor, thanks in particular to the grants it has thus far managed to secure
– for example, CEH supported Pivotal Retail Marketing exploit a time limited
opportunity through an Enterprising Leicester grant. The grant allowed Pivotal to
take on new staff, develop the website, and procure the necessary machines and
software they needed during a limited window of opportunity.

4.8

The Unloved value the mentoring support offered by the project, which has led to
effective problem solving and growth for the business over the past two years. CEH
was able to resolve staff development issues on two occasions through independent
121 sessions – resulting in a positive outcome for all concerned. This support
occurred during critical periods of growth for The Unloved, and without the support
of CEH it is likely that this growth would have been affected. The Unloved expects
to need such support again as it continues to grow.

Support on revenues and cash flow
4.9

Creative Enterprise Hub provided help at critical points for case study businesses
by helping them improve the revenue from their work. For example, the project
supported Manike Music’s approach to pricing through coaching, resulting in them
raising their prices without losing any clients.

4.10

The Creative Enterprise Hub team has also supported Hive Films in developing a
structured approach to pricing its services, and establishing the ‘true cost’ of
projects.

Supporting networks and collaboration
4.11

Creative Enterprise Hub has helped businesses develop networks. For example,
Creative Enterprise Hub helped Manike Music access networks in Leicester around
Richard III, which has resulted in performances at events and an album of
historically appropriate music, which is being stocked by museums. Perhaps most
importantly, Creative Enterprise Hub encouraged Manike Music to get specialist
legal advice on music publishing, and brokered a relationship with a specialist
lawyer in Leicester who has transformed how Manike Music receives revenues from
music publishers.

4.12

Seed Creativity recognise that they have benefited from growing and developing
their business as part of a network of creative businesses clustered around Phoenix
Square, LCB Depot and Makers’ Yard in Leicester’s Cultural Quarter. Seed is now
actively involved in supporting the next generation of businesses through
mentoring start-ups and organising events, with the case study in Annex 2
highlighting examples of the types of community project Seed facilitates to
contribute to further developing the creative business network in the Cultural
Quarter.

4.13

The network of businesses connected to CEH has provided a range opportunities
for further work and collaboration for Bobbins and Buttons. The two day start
up programme in particular helped to develop relationships with complementary
businesses (for example the photographer that Buttons and Bobbins still regularly
use, and Hive Media, who developed a film about SewSociable3, a social group
with a sewing theme for hobby and business sewers).

3

https://vimeo.com/117688383
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4.14

Lots of partnerships have been formed by businesses in the Cultural Quarter (most
of whom have been supported by Creative Enterprise Hub and related projects),
sharing lessons and learning. For example Workspace 1 have found that Cultural
Quarter businesses share and pass opportunities around, with young entrepreneurs
being very open to knowledge sharing. Projects get passed on if firms cannot
deliver themselves, and also collaborate to deliver work that cannot be done
individually, or provide a more complete solution using businesses located in the
same place that are well networked. Increasingly it is this critical mass in and
around the Cultural Quarter that is sustaining businesses.

4.15

munro+whitten were introduced to the CEH project when they took up space at
LCB Depot in 2011, and attended business seminars to re-establish its focus. This
led to investigating new markets, including working with the public sector, with
CEH providing support and specific advice on procurement processes. Critically,
CEH provided 1-2-1 mentoring support to help the firm to stabilise and re-establish
itself following the economic downturn. CEH has helped munro+whitten to access
new work and new markets, and provided the firm with the confidence to adapt
and move forwards.

Impact evidence from the Beneficiary Business Survey
4.16

As part of the evaluation of the Creative Enterprise Hub project, DC Research
carried out a survey of businesses which had been, or continued to be, involved
with the project, to evaluate the impact that the project has had upon businesses.

4.17

The survey was designed to cover both the tangible impacts (such as upon
employment and turnover), as well as wider qualitative impacts. The survey was
sent to 189 businesses that had engaged with CEH and had valid email addresses,
and there were 31 valid responses, a response rate of 16.4%. Whilst it was hoped
that responses to the survey would be higher, it should be noted that engagement
with CEH can range from ‘light touch’ workshop attendance to incubation and
ongoing mentoring, and it is likely that responses came from those businesses that
had more comprehensive and ongoing support.

4.18

Key impact evidence is presented below, with full results and tables presented in
Annex 3.

4.19

The most common type of businesses supported by CEH were micro businesses,
with 70% of respondents employing only one person, including themselves.
Although micro businesses who turned over less than £25,000 in their last financial
year accounted for nearly 70% of all respondent businesses, they accounted for
only 12% of the total turnover. Conversely, whilst businesses which earned over
£500,000 in their last financial year accounted for 6.5% of respondents, they
represented nearly half of the total turnover.

4.20

In terms of marketing and promotion, more than three quarters of responding
beneficiaries felt the support being made available through Creative Enterprise Hub
was well marketed, and that eligible businesses were aware of the support that
was offered. However some beneficiaries noted that promotion of CEH’s activities
was much higher in the city centre, where businesses might already be aware of
this kind of activity. Outside of the city centre, some respondents felt that the CEH
support activities were not as well promoted as they could have been.

4.21

A number of businesses indicated that their first experience of CEH was through
communicating with members of the Business Development Team at Creative
Coffee events, and subsequently being invited to take part in the Creative
Enterprise Hub project. As well as this, a number of respondents specified that
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they had attended workshops at LCB Depot, and had become aware of and engaged
in the project in this way. Other respondents applied directly to the scheme
through other strands, and some had used some of the facilities available at LCB
Depot beforehand - for example, initially using postal services.
4.22

Across all respondent businesses, the most subscribed support services were
the 1-2-1 coaching (76%), the networking events (72%), and the bespoke business
development workshops (69%), with most respondents indicating that they had
made use of these services. Consultancy support, and sign-posting to other
relevant support organisations were the least subscribed support services.

4.23

Responses relating to the effectiveness of support services accessed by
businesses was positive overall, with respondents typically finding the services
they used to be effective or very effective. The most effective service as indicated
by respondents was the 1-2-1 coaching, described as ‘very effective’ by three
quarters of respondents, and ‘effective’ by the remainder. Several respondents
found that the business development workshops, networking events, and signposting were not very effective, and only a small number of businesses found any
of the support services to be ineffective.

4.24

Respondents were positive overall with regards to the availability, accessibility, and
suitability of the on-site facilities available at the LCB Depot and Phoenix Square,
and with regards to the working atmosphere.

Impact of Creative Enterprise Hub
4.25

Table 4.1 represents the additionality effects of the Creative Enterprise Hub project,
with columns one and two indicating an existing additional effect of the project,
column three showing a potential future additional effect, and the fourth column
indicating no additional effect upon businesses involved in the Creative Enterprise
Hub project.

Table 4.1: Additionality effects of Creative Enterprise Hub
Increased
already

Increased
already, and
expect to
increase further
in future

No increase
yet – but
expected
increase in
future

No increase
yet – and
none expected

Total

No. of people
employed

0 (0.0%)

3 (11.1%)

13 (48.1%)

11 (40.7%)

27
(100.0%)

Annual
turnover

1 (3.7%)

12 (44.4%)

5 (18.5%)

9 (33.3%)

27
(100.0%)

5 (18.5%)

10 (37.0%)

7 (25.9%)

5 (18.5%)

27
(100.0%)

What impact
has the
project had
on:

No. of
customers
and/or clients

Source: DC Research, 2015 (n=27)

4.26

Across all the respondent businesses, the Creative Enterprise Hub has impacted
upon the number of customers or clients reached (whichever was applicable), with
more than half of respondents (55.5%) indicating that engagement with the project
had already led to an increase in this regard; 37% of all respondents expected that
this would increase further in the future. The number of customers/clients was
also indicated as an area of potential growth in the future, with 25.9% indicating
that there had been no increase yet, but it was expected to in the future.
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4.27

Annual turnover was noted as a positive impact area, with nearly half of
respondents indicating that they had experienced growth in this regard already;
44.4% also expected to see further growth in the future. 18.5% of respondents
had not experienced growth yet (but expected to see growth in the future),
however one third of respondents did not expect to see any growth at all.

4.28

The number of people employed by businesses was the lowest impact area as
indicated by respondents, with just over 10% of businesses having experienced a
growth in this regard already (but expected to see further growth in the future).
Just under half of respondents had not experienced growth, but expected to see an
increase in the future, with the remaining 41% indicating that they had not
experienced growth, and did not expect to see an increase in the future.

Additionality: Start-ups
4.29

It should be noted that amongst start-up beneficiaries that responded to the
survey, none had yet experienced an increase in the number of people they
employed. Those who were expecting the number of people they employed to
increase in the future estimated this would equate to the hiring of one or two
members of staff.

4.30

Unlike employment however, a number of start-ups with CEH have seen
increases in their annual turnover, with businesses reporting growth within the
range of 20% up to 100%.

4.31

Those respondents who indicated that the number of clients or customers the
business reaches had increased already, had seen this occur in various way
dependent upon the type of business. For example one respondent had seen
increased interest in attending workshops which they ran, another had seen a
significant increase in their internal customers.

Additionality: Pre-existing businesses
4.32

Amongst pre-existing businesses, those which indicated that they had seen an
increase in the number of people they employed (and expected to see further
increases) stated increases/expected increases of around one or two staff
members (part time or full time), with one business having had an increase in new
contractors and local freelancers.

4.33

A number of pre-existing businesses had already seen an impact from CEH in
terms of their annual turnover, and amongst those which expected to see
further increase, a handful indicated experienced or projected growth of between
50-150%. A few businesses which responded indicated that they had yet to
experience growth in their annual turnover, but expected to see growth in the
future.

4.34

In terms of number of customers and/or clients, growth was mixed across the
respondents, with the number of businesses having already grown equalling the
number of businesses which had not seen any growth. Businesses which had seen
an increase already, and expected further increase, stated that they had
experienced or expected growth of between 7 and 20 customers or clients. One
business in particular indicated that other residents at LCB Depot were amongst
their new customers.

4.35

Table 4.3 outlines wider impacts of the CEH project on respondent businesses,
covering marketing, levels of collaboration, the ability to move into other offices,
and any other impacts upon processes which are core to the business. Across all
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the respondents, estimation of impact upon marketing initiatives and levels of
collaboration with other businesses was generally neutral, although to a lesser
extent with the latter. Impact upon the ability to move to new offices, or upon
other core processes was less marked, with 73.1% and 70.4% indicating no effect
respectively.
Table 4.2: Wider impacts of the CEH project on respondent businesses
Has the project had an impact on:

Yes

No

Total

Development of new marketing initiatives?

14 (51.9%)

13 (48.1%)

27 (100.0%)

Level of collaboration or partnerships with
other businesses/organisations?

16 (59.3%)

11 (40.7%)

27 (100.0%)

Setting up permanent offices/workspaces
outside of CEH (i.e. 6 months free)?

7 (26.9%)

19 (73.1%)

26 (100.0%)

Any other processes which form a key part
of your business?

8 (29.6%)

19 (70.4%)

27 (100.0%)

Source: DC Research, 2015 (n=27)

4.36

Table 4.3 shows that across all the respondents, estimation of impact upon
marketing initiatives and levels of collaboration with other businesses was mixed,
with some businesses reporting impacts, and others not. Impact upon the ability
to move to new offices, or upon other core processes was less marked, with 71%
and 70% indicating no effect respectively.

4.37

It should however be noted, that proportionally more start-up respondents
had developed new marketing initiatives, which included exploring social
media platforms, as well as advice about how to better target marketing initiatives
to relevant clients.

4.38

Additionally, all the start-up respondents indicated that the project had an
impact upon the level at which they collaborated or partnered with other
businesses. One of the core elements of this was in the initial opportunities
created by the project to meet other start-ups. The chance to network developed
into a range of different ventures and initiatives for respondents, ranging from
sharing best practice advice, helping with further networking, and particularly,
collaboration and partnership with other businesses at LCB Depot, which has been
relatively extensive, and not only project specific.

4.39

Further to this, around half of the start-up businesses, had moved on to take
up office space elsewhere, sometimes with other businesses. Some of those
who indicated that it had not had an impact in this regard, remained at, or decided
to move back to a home office.

4.40

Similarly around half of the start-up respondents experienced an impact on
other processes which were key to the business as a result of CEH. These
have included general impacts such as a refined direction or approach for the
businesses, as well as more specific impacts, such as information about intellectual
property rights, and advice around developing improved contracts.

4.41

Conversely, with regards to pre-existing businesses, most businesses had not
found that the CEH project had an impact on their ability to move into offices
outside the CEH offer, or upon any other key processes.
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4.42

Pre-existing businesses which responded positively with regards to new marketing
initiatives indicated that they had found the workshops useful, or that though they
did not currently have a marketing strategy, they felt more confident should they
elect to do so in the future. Others gave details of initiatives such as creating
google ad words, or targeting the local authority sector.

4.43

Some pre-existing businesses had seen an impact on levels of collaboration or
partnerships, as a consequence of meeting clients at workshops or
networking events, with particular reference to Creative Coffee.

4.44

Very few pre-existing businesses surveyed had seen an impact upon their ability to
move onto premises outside of the CEH offer. Amongst those who indicated a
positive impact, one business had stated they had taken up studio space at Makers’
Yard, with another stating that they had purchased a building nearby.

4.45

Similarly, few pre-existing businesses had seen impacts with regards to other key
processes in their business. Amongst respondents, one described a significant
impact that mentoring had had on their confidence surrounding business finances,
with one other business indicating an impact upon their networking.

4.46

Tables 4.3 and 4.4 show the responses of start-up businesses (4.3) and preexisting businesses (4.4) to statements regarding the potential impact upon the
respondents’ businesses had the Creative Enterprise Hub project not happened.

Table 4.3 Potential impacts had CEH not happened (Start up businesses)
Without engagement with the Creative
Enterprise Hub project…

No. of Respondents

…my start-up process would have been
significantly slower

2 (22.2%)

…my start-up process would have been
somewhat slower

1 (11.1%)

…I would have started a business anyway

0 (0.0%)

…I would have attempted a start-up, but
would have been less confident

3 (33.3%)

…I would not have started a business at all

3 (33.3%)

Other

0 (0.0%)

Total

9 (100.0%)

Source: DC Research, 2015 (n=9)

4.47

The relative importance of the CEH project in providing start-ups with the
confidence and support to start up their business is demonstrated in the selection
of the statements in Table 4.3, by respondents. One-third of respondents indicated
that they would have attempted a start-up but would have been less confident. A
further third of start-ups indicated that they would not have started a business at
all. None of the respondents indicate that they would have started their business
anyway, with no change, had the CEH project not existed. Those who responded
that they would have started their business without the support of CEH, would have
expected somewhat or significantly slower growth.
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Table 4.4: Potential impacts had CEH not happened (Pre-existing businesses)
Without engagement with the Creative
Enterprise Hub project…

No. of Respondents

…the growth of my business would have been
significantly slower

1 (6.3%)

…the growth of my business would have been
somewhat slower

4 (25.0%)

…the level my business is at would be the
same

4 (25.0%)

…I would have attempted to grow my
business, but would have been less confident

7 (43.8%)

…business growth would not have been
possible

0 (0.0%)

Other

0 (0.0%)

Total

16 (100.0%)

Source: DC Research, 2015 (n=16)

4.48

Pre-existing businesses responses to the phrases shown in Table 4.4 were broadly
neutral, with most (44%) indicating that they would have attempted to grow
without the support of CEH, though they may have been less confident about it. A
further 25% state that they would have not seen any significant difference to
business growth had they not made use of the project’s support. A quarter of
respondents expected that growth would still have happened, though at a
somewhat slower rate (with one suggesting that their growth would have been
significantly slower).

4.49

Across both types of respondent (start-ups and pre-existing businesses), the
different made by CEH is most significant in terms of the confidence of
start-up and pre-existing businesses, to start or grow respectively. More
than a third in both respondent groups indicated an expected impact in terms of
slowing growth or the start-up process, had they continued to grow or develop
without support.

Sustainability of impacts generated by CEH
4.50

In terms of sustainability, the vast majority of respondents saw that the
impacts experienced through the CEH project would be sustainable over
time, especially in the case of those businesses which started up following their
engagement with the CEH project. Additional comments left by some respondents
clarified this, explaining that the lessons they had learned through engagement
with the CEH project would stay with them and continue to improve and grow their
businesses.

4.51

The wordcloud4 in Figure 4.1 shows the words which appeared most commonly in
responses to the following question: What do you think the support received

4

Figure 4.1 (as well as similar subsequent figures) is presented as a ‘word cloud’. A word cloud is a visual
representation or depiction of a set of words or terms which have been grouped together, in this instance because
of their frequency (number of times they appear in survey responses). In this report, word clouds have been
used to summarise the key words and phrases emerging from the analysis of the open ended responses to
specific questions within the e-survey. The word clouds give greater prominence to words that appear more
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already through the Creative Enterprise Hub project will enable you to achieve in
the future?
Figure 4.1 ‘What do you think the support received already through the
Creative Enterprise Hub project will enable you to achieve in the future?’

Source: DC Research, 2015 (n=16); 50 words, word “business” removed

4.52

The responses given in Figure 4.1 most frequently drew attention to
‘confidence’, be it in relation to, for example, “confidence going forward”, or the
“confidence to develop the team”. One of the most important elements which
responding businesses have taken away from the Creative Enterprise Hub, is clearly
the development of confidence in their own ability generally, but also in their own
ability to grow their business. For responding businesses, it is clear that the
confidence provided by CEH has been essential in this regard.

4.53

A number of respondents also specifically indicated the way in which the project
will enable them to grow their business generally, with one respondent highlighting
that thanks to the project they were becoming more efficient as well as more
confident, and as such better able to grow their business in the future. In addition
to this, one respondent also highlighted that they “[knew] where to look for further
support”, should they need it further down the line.

4.54

Figure 4.2 displays the words which appeared most commonly in responses to the
following question: Is there anything else you think would have turned out
differently had you not received the support from the Creative Enterprise Hub
project?

frequently in the source data (in this case the qualitative responses from survey respondents). In general terms,
words or terms which feature in word clouds that have a large font size and/or weight means they have been
mentioned more often than other words or terms. In interpreting a word cloud, the larger/more prominent the
font, the more frequently the word has been used in survey responses. Therefore, the largest/boldest words can
be regarded as the key themes that emerged from the responses to that specific question.
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Figure 4.2 ‘Is there anything else you think would have turned out differently
had you not received the support from the Creative Enterprise Hub project?’

Source: DC Research, 2015 (n=11); 50 words, word “business” removed

4.55

Similarly to Figure 4.2, confidence was again highlighted frequently in the
responses to the above question. This was in relation to the potential lack in
confidence to take on larger clients, to undertake new learning opportunities, or to
even set up a business at all.

4.56

The respondents indicated a range of ways in which they feel they would have
struggled without the support of the Creative Enterprise Hub project. Some
expected that there business would have been smaller, or their growth
slower. One respondent believed that their business would likely not have
even survived its first year.

4.57

In providing the necessary tools, support and expertise, the Creative Enterprise
Hub has clearly been important to the development of businesses, but also
to the ability of individuals to have a stable platform through which they
can ensure the sustainability of their businesses.

4.58

Figure 4.3 displays the words which appeared most commonly in responses to the
following question: What, if any, key lesson have you learned through the Creative
Enterprise Hub project?
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Figure 4.3 ‘What, if any, key lesson have you learned through the Creative
Enterprise Hub project?’

Source: DC Research, 2015 (n=13); 50 words, no words removed

4.59

When it came to key lessons, a range of different answers were given by
respondents, and as such no one key theme stands out in Figure 4.3. This in and
of itself demonstrates the wide reaching nature of the Creative Enterprise Hub
project, that individuals took a range of different key lessons away from
their experiences.

4.60

Something which occurred frequently in the responses to the question, was that it
was important to ask for help and support if it was required. Indicating that the
help and support from the CEH project was important, respondents highlighted that
a key lesson was to reach out for this guidance when they needed to.

4.61

Also highlighted commonly was an appreciation for the importance of
networking and communicating with other businesses, but also as a way to
find potential customers, and develop local contacts.

4.62

A number of respondents indicated lessons about business processes relevant to
their sector, as well as lessons related to general processes such as finance
management and bookkeeping, and marketing.
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5.

ERDF ADDITIONALITY

This section draws on the key findings from Sections 2, 3 and 4 in terms of the specific
additionality outcomes and impacts derived from the Creative Enterprise Hub Project.
5.1

In overall terms, a high proportion of the impacts generated by CEH can be
assumed to be additional because, without project funding, many of the businesses
supported, and who have generated most of the outputs for the project would not
have not started, and/or would have not have grown to the extent that they have
without the support of the project (see Table 4.3 in the previous section, and case
study evidence. The case studies demonstrate that the project, and the 121
mentoring in particular, has provided confidence, unlocked growth and enabled
businesses to enter new markets.

5.2

The project has supported creative entrepreneurs to begin trading and establish
themselves, and many pre-existing businesses have flourished as a result of the
support received, overcoming barriers and entering new markets that the
entrepreneurs felt they would not have overcome without CEH support.

5.3

Furthermore, many of the businesses benefit from the networking and collaborative
opportunities provided by CEH at LCB Depot, Phoenix Square and elsewhere in the
Cultural Quarter.

5.4

Without CEH, it is likely that many of the new businesses would not have
started, and that many of the pre-existing businesses would either have
not grown, or grown at a slower rate (see Tables 4.3 and 4.4 in the previous
section).

5.5

ERDF funding gave the project its focus on using business support practices to
address needs faced by creative businesses in Leicester.

Additionality and project rationale/market failure
5.6

Applying for ERDF was the result of LCC taking forward its model of developing
appropriate workspace and support packages to support businesses to locate and
grow in Leicester’s Cultural Quarter, generating a critical mass of activity at LCB
Depot, Phoenix Square and at Maker’s Yard, as well as businesses expanding to
other premises in the Quarter. As a result, the area now has a thriving creative
business network, with many examples of collaboration between firms, and of
businesses wanting to be located in the Quarter to participate in these networks
and access the talent and expertise of these businesses.

5.7

This ‘critical mass’ of creative businesses in the Cultural Quarter is influencing the
approach of policy makers in the city towards further growing the Creative
Industries in Leicester. For example Leicester and Leicestershire Enterprise
Partnership have developed a Creative Industries Sector Growth Action Plan, and
Leicester City Council are looking to continue providing support to creative
businesses through LSIF and through encouraging further workspace to be brought
into use, targeted as ‘grow on space’ for expanding businesses.

5.8

On balance, without ERDF it is unlikely that these outcomes would have
occurred in the Cultural Quarter to the scale or level of networks and
collaboration that has been achieved.
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Additionality in terms of outcomes and impacts
5.9

CEH has contributed to the PA2 Operational Programme by delivering targeted and
appropriate support to creative start-ups and grow existing businesses, and create
jobs and generate gross added value.

5.10

CEH has reinforced the importance of creative enterprises in generating growth in
Leicester and Leicestershire, has contributed to delivering Leicester’s Economic
Action Plan, and has both as a project, and through the businesses it has supported
and helped to grow, influenced LLEP’s Creative Industries Sector Growth Action
Plan.

5.11

In terms of specific project objectives, Creative Enterprise Hub has, as of June
2015, delivered the following:


Assisted 69 businesses to improve performance.



Assisted 79 people to start a business.



Created 28 jobs.



Helped 15 businesses improve performance.



Generated £479,290 in GVA as a result of businesses improving performance.



16 businesses created/new businesses attracted to the region.

5.12

CEH has overachieved all but one of its output targets, meeting the other
as of June 2015. Of particular note is the project’s position regarding its GVA
target, which it overachieved by a multiple of more than five (566%). Achieving
GVA growth with creative enterprises is typically a challenge for such projects, as
is obtaining evidence of this growth. The position of CEH with regard to the
generating and evidencing the GVA growth of its beneficiary businesses is
a significant achievement in terms of both delivery and of project
management.

5.13

Without the involvement of ERDF, these achievements (and future
achievements as a result of CEH) would not have been met in this form (the
project would not have not gone ahead).

5.14

Furthermore Table 4.1 highlights the additional employment, turnover and
customer impacts of CEH on responding beneficiary businesses, and case study
evidence reinforces the additionality of the project in terms of business growth,
confidence, and access to networks and collaborative opportunities. Given this, it
is not unreasonable to conclude that role of CEH in the achievement of these targets
is largely additional.
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6.

NEXT STEPS FOR CREATIVE ENTERPRISE HUB

Conclusions
6.1

In overall terms, Creative Enterprise Hub is a well-managed, effective and
thoughtful project that supports a growing network of collaborative
businesses in and around the Cultural Quarter. Businesses that have engaged
with this evaluation expect the impacts to them from CEH to be sustainable over
time.

6.2

In terms of performance, CEH has overachieved on all but one of its output
targets, meeting the other as of June 2015. As mentioned in the previous
section, achieving GVA growth with creative enterprises is typically a challenge for
such projects, as is obtaining evidence of this growth.
The position of CEH with regard to generating and evidencing the GVA
growth of its beneficiary businesses is a significant achievement in terms
of both delivery and of project management.

6.3

CEH does not provide standardised packages of support, but is able to provide the
support required by the business at the right time, and to be challenging when
necessary. Underpinned by an ethos of business mentoring and coaching,
businesses value the informal support they get from Creative Enterprise
Hub as much as formal inputs.

6.4

For example, Creative Enterprise Hub have supported Seed Creativity’s
development and growth, broadening their horizons to wider opportunities, and
giving advice and reassurance at key points on their business journey. They
signposted Seed to further support, delivered by other schemes, that was
appropriate to their needs rather than focus on their own project outputs.

6.5

CEH has been successful in developing businesses from a range of different
starting points. This is best illustrated in the diverse range of case studies set
out in Annex 2, which include:


Entrepreneurs needing the support and confidence to make a transition from
employment to starting up themselves (such as Bobbins and Buttons, Becky
Wilson Social Media Geek, Workspace1 Stigler Graphics).



Established businesses that needed to radically adapt to new circumstances and
new markets (such as munro+whitten).



Established businesses that needed support to make the best of commercial
opportunities (such as Hive Media, Manike Music).



Growing businesses that need ongoing mentoring support (Seed Creativity, The
Unloved.

6.6

The success of Creative Enterprise Hub demonstrates the capacity that now exists
in Leicester to do more with existing creative businesses in terms of their
development and helping them to grow in Leicester. Partners are now looking to
find expansion workspace to allow businesses to grow up and grow out of
workspaces such as LCB Depot, Phoenix Square and Makers’ Yard into appropriate
space elsewhere in the Cultural Quarter.

6.7

Whilst there are examples of businesses doing this independently, there is a need
for a coordinated approach to build on the success of the current workspace
provision and of projects like Creative Enterprise Hub to retain this activity in the
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Cultural Quarter. There remains a lot of empty buildings in the area, and a desire
amongst partners to utilise some of this space for growing creative businesses.
6.8

It is clear from consultees that without ERDF the project would not have
happened at all, and that the case study businesses either would not have
started, or would not be as developed or sustainable without the support
of the project.

6.9

Creative Enterprise Hub benefited the viability of Phoenix Square by
increasing occupancy levels during difficult market conditions, and has
provided LCB Depot and Leicester City Council with good examples and case studies
to showcase the work that goes on in the Cultural Quarter, with a strong portfolio
of both pre start support and support to existing businesses.

6.10

Whilst partners may look to secure funding for a successor project under the new
European Structural & Investment Fund (ESIF) programme, in the medium to
longer term there is a desire to self-fund this type of business support through
income generated by the workspaces.

Next steps
6.11

The success of the workspace provision in the Cultural Quarter, and supporting
projects such as Creative Enterprise Hub have helped to make the case that the
creative industries are a strategic economic priority for the City. The prominence
given to “the growing cluster of creative industries centred on St George’s Cultural
Quarter” in Leicester’s Economic Action Plan as one of four Leicester Business
Investment Areas, and LLEP’s recent Creative Industries Sector Growth Action Plan
reinforce this success and provide a platform for the development of future projects
that will further reinforce and further develop this activity.

6.12

Looking forward, there is a need to maintain and develop the support to
creative industries in the Cultural Quarter that have led to the development
of this critical mass of activity and strong networks. To ensure this continues to
grow, any successor project would need to include, in particular, the
mentoring and face to face support that Creative Enterprise Hub has
provided.

6.13

A successor project to Creative Enterprise Hub would benefit from a
greater focus on providing support to existing businesses, as stakeholders
are confident that provision is in place to support further start-ups. Future support
to existing businesses will need to focus on quality and growth, and should be
accompanied by a Cultural Quarter Grow on Space Strategy.

6.14

There is a need in the Cultural Quarter for a coordinated approach to grow on
space for these businesses to be developed, as well as ultrafast
broadband. It is vital that these businesses have the opportunity to further
develop in Leicester in accommodation that maintains the same mix of appropriate
workspace and appropriate support that has made Creative Enterprise Hub and the
wider Cultural Quarter such a success.

6.15

Businesses have reported that finding expansion space in the Cultural Quarter
is challenging, with many developers having high price expectations, and can be
content to sit on space, which leads to many undeveloped properties, and
expanding businesses being frustrated at the limited opportunities for staying in
the Cultural Quarter. Staying in the Cultural Quarter is important to many of the
businesses that have engaged with Creative Enterprise Hub, because the area
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provides access to collaborative networks, complementary businesses, and
provides both staff and clients with an appropriate and creative environment.
6.16

It is clear that there is an opportunity to build on the success of Creative Enterprise
Hub and connected projects in the new European Structural & Investment Fund
(ESIF) programme. This programme will have a greater focus on rewards based
performance, which means that early thought about what can be achieved will be
sensible, which in turn suggests the need to balance ambition in terms of business
growth in the Cultural Quarter with a consolidation of the businesses and networks
that have been established to date.

6.17

Figure 6.1, taken from the business beneficiary survey displays the words which
appeared most commonly in responses to the following question: Are there any
considerations/options for future development of Creative Enterprise
Hub’s activities?

Extend networks towards wider sources of arts and creative funding
6.18

In its current form, Creative Enterprise Hub has delivered business and
employment focused outputs for similarly focused funders. From the consultations
undertaken for this Evaluation, there could be opportunities in supporting
businesses who have engaged in Creative Enterprise Hub, and others in the Cultural
Quarter in accessing support from funders focussed on creative outputs and
outcomes.

6.19

Such opportunities include engaging with Arts Council England on the Creative
Industries priorities for Leicester and the East Midlands.

6.20

For example, Creative Industry Finance5 is an Arts Council England initiative,
delivered by Creative United6, offering business development support and access
to finance for creative industry enterprises, which launched across England in
September 2014. Creative United is a Community Interest Company established
to provide support, services, finance-based and other products that can deliver
economic growth, development and other benefits to businesses, not for profit
organisations and enterprises and individuals (including individual artists and
creative practitioners) operating within the cultural and creative industries.

6.21

Create UK aim to significantly increase the potential of the creative industries by
2020 through delivering the Creative Industries Strategy7, which outlines several
priority areas where improvement was required in order to achieve these
objectives, which are as follows:

5
6
7



Access to finance – Improving CI business knowledge of finance and funding
opportunities; improving finance industry understanding of opportunities for
investment in CI businesses; establishing a wide range of financing options (and
incentives) within both sectors.



Education and skills – improved education and careers system to promote CI
opportunities; increased employer investment.



Infrastructure – advancement in communication infrastructure; regulatory
environment; ‘powerhouse clusters’ at home and abroad.

https://www.creativeindustryfinance.org.uk/about-us
http://www.creativeunited.org.uk/
http://www.thecreativeindustries.co.uk/media/243587/cic_report_final-hi-res-.pdf
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6.22



Intellectual property – improve understanding by the general public; robust
copyright support; IPO (Intellectual Property Office) which is transparent,
engaging, and makes good decisions.



International – increase CI export value; increase UK CI business export
activities; secure greater share of inbound Foreign Direct Investment.

Such priorities could be developed at a Leicester level to help take forward
Leicester’s Economic Action Plan and LLEPs Creative Industries Sector Growth
Action Plan.
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ANNEX 1: CONSULTEES
Consultees
Name

Organisation

Becky Wilson
Julia Claridge
Catherine Rogers
Kevin Hall
Rhys Davies
Peter Chandler
Russ Pacey
Matt Bateman
Chris Slowe
Mike Dalzell
Don Munro
Brad Furniss
Dan Lamoon
Maya Stigner
Steve Way
Christine Cox
Ross McMinn

Becky Wilson Social Media Geek
Bobbins and Buttons
Creative Leicestershire
DCLG
Hive Films
LCB Depot
LCB Depot
LCB Depot
LCB Depot
Leicester City Council
munro+whitten
Pivotal Retail Marketing
Seed Creativity
Stigner Graphics
The Unloved
Workspace 1
Workspace 1
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ANNEX 2: INTERIM EVALUATION CASE STUDIES
Manike Music
Manike is a sister and brother composition team
based in Leicester's Cultural Quarter (Cultural
Quarter). Maryann attended the Guildhall School of
Music in London and Michael attended Alchemea
Production College.
Manike Music compose music across a range of genres for film, TV and corporate work to
the highest standards, with Maryann’s classical training and Michael’s modern writing and
production techniques allowing the business to operate across a range of media and
markets
Manike Music has been used by:


Warner Bros



C4 Network Programming



Pepsi



Alcatel-Lucent



Morrisons



Nike



Universal



The Royal Shakespeare Company



BBC



NHS



SKY Network Programming



Barclays Bank



ITV

Manike Music’s work has been used in a range of TV programmes and adverts, and they
have scored music for award winning independent films that have been shown at festivals
internationally including San Francisco, Cannes, New York, and Berlin, and around the UK.
Manike also write and produce pop music, and through the Orpheus Project8 record
music of the past and of far off places for TV, film and production companies, using
specialist musicians in their respective fields to ensure unique and authentic recordings of
the highest quality. This has included albums focusing on Ancient Greek/Roman; King
Richard III Era Inspired; World War One; Chinese East Meets West and Arabic Cinematic
music.
Orpheus Project clients include Felt Music, Darlow Smithson, Orion Television and
Channel4.
Manike Music have had workspace at Phoenix Square through Creative Enterprise Hub for
two years. Creative Enterprise Hub have provided help at critical points in Manike Music’s
lifetime, firstly by helping maximise the revenues generated by their music, through
demonstrating the power of networking through business mentoring, and also by
encouraging Manike Music to network with other businesses in the Cultural Quarter.
Creative Enterprise Hub provided further support in terms of negotiation skills, and
supporting Manike Music in pricing. Traditionally, Manike Music had been underselling,
and Creative Enterprise Hub coached the business in raising its prices, without losing any
clients.
Creative Enterprise Hub has helped Manike Music further develop niche markets. For
example, Creative Enterprise Hub helped Manike Music access networks in Leicester
8

Please visit www.orpheusproject.co.uk for more information.
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around Richard III, which has resulted in performances at events and an album of
historically appropriate music, which is being stocked by museums.
Perhaps most importantly, Creative Enterprise Hub encouraged Manike Music to get
specialist legal advice on music publishing, and brokered a relationship with a specialist
lawyer in Leicester who has transformed how it receives revenues from music publishers.
“The Creative Business Hub has been the single biggest source of knowledge and advice
that we have had. It has enabled us to grow from a bedroom to a company with 2
workspaces, an international portfolio of work, and the ability to trade with larger
companies on our own terms”.
For more information please see: http://www.manikemusic.com/
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Hive Films/Media
Hive Films are a UK based film production company,
creating feature films for world wide distribution and
theatrical release.
Established in 2008 their first feature, ‘Zombie
Undead’, was completed in 2010 and is distributed in
the UK by Metrodome. The film is available worldwide
including USA, Germany, France and Thailand. ‘Zombie
Undead’ was selected for screening on the opening night
of Fantasporto 2011 (the world’s premier fantasy film festival) where it was described as
‘the purest British gore’.
Hive Films second feature ‘How To Make A Movie For 43 Pounds’ is due for release in
2015. Furthermore, ‘Finding Richard’ is a short film starring sixth Dr Who Colin Baker
inspired by the discovery of the remains of Richard III. It received its world premiere at
Cannes 2014.
Hive Films have a number of films in development, including ‘Memorabilia’ (a group of
one-time school friends set out on a Star Wars themed quest to save a princess), ‘Acid
Daemons’ (A new legal high leads to some users finding themselves peering in on a
nightmarish parallel reality superimposed on their decaying housing estate) and
'Rumours Of War' (At the turn of the first millennium a warrior must use a suspected
witch to track the killers of his family through unknown territory).
Creative Enterprise Hub (CEH) has supported Hive Films in moving to a more commercial
footing through Hive Media, which has now done work for M and C Saatchi/Visit England,
charities such as LASS (Leicester Aids Support Services), and working with schools on the
MP6 project encouraging children to engage in political public speaking. Hive now works
across the public and private sector on commercial contracts as well as developing its own
feature and short films.
For example, Visit England have recently launched the #TreasureIsland advert
developed by Hive Films (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ccl0gzpSI1c). The advert
was commissioned by Creative England to promote staycationing in England. The advert
spearheads Visit England’s YouTube relaunch, headed by the Rugby World Cup 2015 TV
advert, and was shot in five counties; Leicestershire (including The Curve Theatre and the
National Space Centre), Nottinghamshire, Derbyshire, East Sussex, and London and
featured a host of locations.

Hive Media services include provision of full shooting crews for corporate, education and
training video production solutions, as well as individual personnel (e.g. camera operator,
sound recordist and editor). They are experienced working and delivering with a range of
partners, and have a portfolio of creating and delivering film-making and story workshops
for people of all ages in schools, colleges and universities. Hive Media offers in-house
production to ensure high production values are maintained
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CEH had provided Hive with support in developing its corporate/commercial focus and
growing the business. This has included support with social media, identifying and
developing funding bids, approaches to meeting etc., and making business focused
improvements through mentoring and coaching. Key to this support has been CEH’s
approach to encouraging Hive to have an improved understanding of its client’s needs and
perspectives.
The CEH team has also supported Hive Films in developing a structured approach to pricing
its services, and establishing the ‘true cost’ of projects.
“Creative Enterprise Hub have enabled Hive Films/Hive Media to make the transition from
start up to an established business. The business support package they provide is
outstanding in both its depth and flexibility. Their team tailored their provision to my
company’s needs while providing razor sharp insights into, for example, developing
funding bids, pitching, and website content.
CEH's one to one coaching and mentoring was particularly special. It covered a wide range
of business needs for Hive focusing on goal setting and outcomes based support. Through
this I was able to view my business from the client’s perspective which gives Hive a distinct
advantage when pitching in the marketplace. I can’t thank the CEH team enough for how
they have helped, and continue to help, my business develop”.
For more information please see: http://hivemedia.co.uk/ and http://hivefilms.co.uk
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Seed Creativity
Seed Creativity was founded by Dan Lamoon and Jonny
Prest, two graduates from the University of Derby and De
Montfort University. With 10 years of experience
freelancing in media production, Seed has evolved into an
innovative full service media agency and training provider
that responds to the needs of modern business and
industry.
Utilising this shared experience, Seed provides a wide
range of services to accommodate almost any media
requirement from a cinema screen to a tablet device.
Media services include:


Promotional video production



Graphic design agency



Illustration



Animation



Branding



Print



Web production



iPhone/iPad/Android apps



Photography



Event management

As an established media design agency, Seed Creativity has identified a need to support
emerging practitioners, pre-start businesses and small and medium sized enterprises
(SMEs) in the creative sectors. Currently working together with Leicester City Council,
The Prince's Trust, University of Derby, De Montfort University, Middlesex University and
Leicester College Seed is creating a realistic learning environment that reflects current
changes in the creative industries.
The company's directors seek to challenge the stigma behind creatives being 'commercial'
by rewriting the culture of creative enterprise. By reimagining the apprenticeship model
Seed gives learners a direct experience within the working environment of the creative
sectors, working directly with clients in 'live brief' situations.
Clients range from local authorities and universities across the East Midlands, advertising
and design agencies, training providers, aggregates suppliers, property developers and
agents, festivals and charities.
Seed Creativity’s founding directors were aware of LCB Depot whilst still studying at
DeMontfort University, and began with a postal address at LCB Depot, and attending
creative business networking events. Support from Creative Enterprise Hub came after
the business was formed in 2010, and has been a key influence on its development and
growth, with Creative Enterprise Hub supporting Seed writing funding bids, and making
the transition from sole traders working in partnership to become a limited company, and
from working with freelancers to employing staff.
Creative Enterprise Hub provided logical advice and a sounding board at critical points in
Seed’s development, supported by a business audit and workshop sessions. This mix of
advice and support gave Seed the confidence to grow, with Creative Enterprise Hub
coaching and mentoring support providing reassurance and validation when required.
Looking to the future, Seed Creativity are developing their training on offer and the Seed
Creative Hub, having taken a long term lease to add to the Cultural Quarter creative
landmarks in Leicester. This includes:


Seed Training includes a series of workshops and seminars ranging from networking
and business relationships to brand identity and creative processes, an experience in
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working for a professional client on a live brief, college and universities modules, and
mentoring.


Seed Creative Hub is a dedicated training space for workshops, conferences,
networking events and technical media training. It also allows Seed to extend its
teaching provision at De Montfort University and Leicester College, bringing students
out of the classroom and into the industry environment.

Seed recognises that they have benefited from growing and developing their business as
part of a network of creative businesses clustered around Phoenix Square, LCB Depot and
Maker’s Yard in Leicester’s Cultural Quarter. It is now actively involved in supporting the
next generation of businesses through mentoring start-ups and organising events, with
the projects below being examples of the types of community project Seed facilitate to
contribute to further developing the creative business network in the Cultural Quarter.


Think Hub: For creative businesses and freelancers who work in media, arts, youth
training and entertainment to collaborate on a partnership project to make Leicester’s
Cultural Quarter more accessible to young people, and to grow the businesses involved.



Unlocking Spaces: A networking event in February 2015 to bring together individuals
and organisations interested in using workspace and unlocking buildings in Leicester.

To support this work, Seed have secured a grant to provide match funding from Leicester
and Leicestershire Chamber of Commerce.

Since 2010, Creative Enterprise Hub have supported Seed Creativity develop and grow,
broadened their horizons to wider opportunities, and have given advice and reassurance
at key points on their business journey. They signposted Seed to further support that was
appropriate to their needs delivered by other schemes, rather than focus on their own
project outputs.
“The Creative Enterprise Hub has supported my career grow from when I was a student
by understanding my personal needs and how I can succeed. The team are friendly and
inspirational, encouraging Seed to blossom, while contribute to the local community and
giving something back”.
For more information please see: http://seedcreativity.co.uk/
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Stigner Graphics
Stigner
Graphics
specialises
in
editorial and print design, working
with large and small publishers and
businesses delivering a creative and
personal service.
Focusing on handmade graphics and traditional printing methods, Stigner Graphics provide
a unique and in depth approach to brochures, magazines, logos, packaging, point of sale
and overall branding; from idea generation and concepts through to the final artwork.
Projects include:


Blocks



Steam Railway Magazine



Eveden



Hattbox Hairdressing



Golf World Magazine



Today’s Golfer Magazine



Bambino Mio

Stigner Graphics first encountered Creative Enterprise Hub through university, and
engaged with the project through workshops whilst thinking through the possibility of
setting up a business. The two day workshop ‘Passion Finder’, was critical in the decision
to start up, along with coaching discussions with the Creative Enterprise Hub team.
The magazine sector has evolved significantly over the last few years, with much more
independent high quality, portable publications becoming viable – for example a key
project for Stigner Graphics has been a Lego magazine ‘Blocks’, which has been
independently published.
Creative Enterprise Hub have supported Stigner Graphics through confidence building, and
involvement in networking with other companies (through initiatives such as creative
coffee held at Phoenix Square). Key at the beginning by supporting Stigner Graphics in
taking its first steps, Creative Enterprise Hub have continued to provide support when
required.
The Creative Enterprise Hub team has provided confidence and reassurance in terms of
business knowledge and ensuring Stigner Graphics has the business skills to match its
design expertise, without which the entrepreneur would have sought another employed
role, and therefore not have started a business.
Stigner Graphics balances commercial work with more creative design and printing,
including being involved with the Abbey Pumping House, hand printing with children and
working with infographics.
“Without the Creative Enterprise Hub I would not have had the confidence and business
knowledge to start my own business. The Hub provided me with invaluable support in
getting my business off to a great start and helped me avoid any mistakes in the first
crucial year of being freelance. The Hub also put me in touch with an excellent network of
like minded entrepreneurs, trustworthy service providers and also potential clients, some
of whom I have secured a great working relationship with. Stigner Graphics is thriving and
growing a year on due to the excellent start I was given through the CEH”.
For more information please see: http://www.stignergraphics.com
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Workspace 1
Workspace 1 is a full service
communication agency specialising
in film & digital campaigns. The
business was established in 2011 on
a foundation of the co-Director’s 10
years experience working on numerous award winning projects.
Workspace 1 solves business communications issues, and promotes solutions and products
to business audiences through films, apps and animations. Their USP is simplifying
technical messages and making them more human.
Clients include:


Alcatel-Lucent



BBC



BUPA



Unify



Lorna Drew Nursing Lingerie



mycustomerfeedback.com



The Analogies Project.

Workspace 1 was one of the first businesses supported by Creative Enterprise Hub, who
gave them support at the start-up stage and through development and growth, helping to
redefine the business model as Workspace 1 developed.
Workspace 1 acknowledge that it would have been very difficult to have survived and
grown without Creative Enterprise Hub, especially support Workspace 1 received at the
start up stage (not least nine months free office space). For example the ‘Passion Finder’
workshop delivered through Creative Enterprise Hub helped Workspace 1 focus on what
they really wanted to do, and support on public sector tendering helped Workspace 1.
Workspace 1 see their location in Leicester’s Cultural Quarter (Cultural Quarter) as being
vital. They have fully engaged in the creative networks that support businesses in the
quarter, and this has led to many opportunities, and provided focus at key points on their
business journey.
Lots of partnerships have been formed by businesses in the Cultural Quarter (most of
whom have been supported by Creative Enterprise Hub and related projects), sharing
lessons and learning. Workspace 1 have found that Cultural Quarter businesses share and
pass opportunities around, with young entrepreneurs being very open to knowledge
sharing. Projects get passed on if firms cannot deliver themselves, and also collaborate
to deliver work that cannot be done individually, or provide a more complete solution using
businesses located in the same place that are well networked. Increasingly it is this critical
mass in and around the Cultural Quarter that is sustaining businesses.
Without Creative Enterprise Hub, Workspace 1 would have operated as freelance
providers, as they didn’t have experience of running a business, alternative sources of
advice and no start-up capital. Creative Enterprise Hub helped Workspace 1 develop a
business model that was self-sustaining from the beginning, and the provision of office
space at Phoenix Square was key to Workspace 1 operating as a business rather than as
freelancers struggling in isolation.
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Workspace 1 continue to engage with the Creative Enterprise Hub team, with the business
mentoring provided being highly valued.
“We’ve always enjoyed a close relationship with the Creative Enterprise Hub. Even now
when our business is thriving, the support and business mentoring from the Creative
Enterprise Hub team has proven invaluable. Our early inception and involvement within
the Creative Enterprise hub is part of our history and infused in the companies DNA. We’d
certainly recommend to anyone thinking of setting up a Creative business to engage with
the scheme.”
For more information please see: http://www.workspace1.co.uk/
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Bobbins and Buttons
Bobbins and Buttons is a small creative
crafts company, which runs sewing classes
and workshops in Leicester. The content of
the workshops cover a range of competency
levels, appealing to beginners as well as
more accomplished sewers.
After an
accomplished and widely travelled career
within the creative sector, and following the
establishment of an independent fashion
label, Bobbins and Buttons’ director set up
the company to inspire others to be creative.
The company runs a range of different classes related to crafts and sewing which cover a
variety of different projects, and give participants a chance to improve and refine their
technique with the support of Bobbins and Buttons. The classes fall into five broad
categories:


Products and clothing for children and
babies



Dressmaking for women



Up cycled and repurposed projects



Skills and techniques



Home wares and soft furnishing

Bobbins and Buttons deliver small classes that are individually tailored to the needs and
wishes of attendees. The classes have no more than six attendees, are social as well as
informative, with Bobbins and Buttons designing all the products that are taught, and
providing all the equipment and materials.
The business was designed to provide flexible working opportunities for Julia, the Bobbins
and Buttons entrepreneur. Julia attended a Creative Coffee session at LCB Depot and met
CEH. She attended the two day workshop, discussing her business ideas in depth with the
team, after which she was accepted on the longer start up programme. This included a
wide range of workshops, ranging from book keeping to social media trend analysis.
The network of businesses connected to CEH has provided a range opportunities for further
work and collaboration, and through the start-up workshops in particular, Julia met many
contacts that Bobbins and Buttons still work with. The two day start up programme in
particular helped to develop relationships with complementary businesses (for example
the photographer that Buttons and Bobbins still regularly use).
Bobbins and Buttons also founded and support Sew Sociable, a social group with a sewing
theme (http://www.sewsociable.co.uk/), which has also received advice from CEH. Sew
Sociable aims to raise the profile of local sewing related businesses and charities, as well
as provide inspiration, and a network and resource for both hobby sewers and business
sewers. Sew Sociable is centred around a monthly event that takes place at St. Martins
café bar in Leicester. Each month the event hosts different guest speakers, workshops or
other sewing related activity.
CEH provides Bobbins and Buttons with mentoring, advice and reassurance, and has been
vital in giving Bobbins and Buttons the confidence to take opportunities and move
forwards.
For a video on Sew Sociable, and produced by Hive Media, please see:
https://vimeo.com/117688383
For more information please see: http://www.bobbinsnbuttons.co.uk
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The Unloved
The Unloved, is a design studio dedicated to crafting
beautiful design with intelligence, and integrity.
The Unloved offer sharp and exciting contemporary
design solutions. They deliberately avoid providing
marketing/advertising services, but work with a client
base who buy into ‘in-vogue’ and energetic design
styles, which The Unloved provide.
The Unloved provide an expansive range of bespoke
design services to a broad spectrum of clients, and
deliver projects of varying sizes dependent upon the
client’s needs, from individual strategic projects, to
complete identity programmes.
The company
emphasises the importance of its design team working directly with clients throughout the
projects it delivers.
Clients work directly with The Unloved’s designers, building lasting connections with the
creative team and benefitting from the studio's collaborative culture of bringing new ideas
to life.
The Unloved team has over ten years of experience in the creative sector, and has
delivered design projects for a range of clients, including:


Sheffield Theatres



Big Dance



SDSA



Design Nation



Wethepeople Bike Co.



Panache



FM Conway



Bazaarvoice



14-18 Now



Calcutta Club

The Unloved have grown rapidly in the last two years, doubling from a team of two
designers to a team of four designers and a studio manager, and a turnover of £500,000
in the last year, with plans for further growth.
They are currently based in one of the largest studios at LCB Depot, and are looking to
move out of incubation, but are determined to stay in Leicester’s Cultural Quarter. For
the Unloved, being in the Cultural Quarter provides access to collaborative networks,
complimentary businesses, and provides their staff with an appropriate environment, as
well as an atmosphere that London clients in particular feel comfortable with.
The Unloved value the support received from CEH very highly, and are keen to maintain
an associate relationship with LCB Depot and the CEH team when they move to new
premises.
In particular The Unloved value the mentoring support offered by the project, which has
led to effective problem solving and growth for the business over the past two years. CEH
was able to resolve staff development issues on two occasions through independent 1-21 sessions positively for all concerned. This support occurred during critical periods of
growth for The Unloved, and without the support of CEH it is likely that this growth would
have been affected. The Unloved expects to need such support again as it continues to
grow.
For more information please see: http://www.theunloved.co.uk
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munro + whitten

munro+whitten are a landscape architecture, urban design, and masterplanning firm,
which has been based at LCB Depot since 2011. The firm offers a range of services
including landscape design and management, landscape sciences, urban design and
environmental assessment. munro+whitten employs a professional team of chartered
landscape architects and graduate landscape architects, and supports a full continual
professional development programme internally, to ensure a maintained level of
professionalism.
The company has a substantial portfolio of past projects in Leicester, the East Midlands,
and around the UK, across all of its services, including:


Leicester Grammar School



Skypark Exeter Airport



Leicester City Skate Parks and Play Spaces



Blythe Valley Park



HMP Glen Parva



Dudley Colleges



East Midlands Airport



Isle of Wight 6th Form College



University of Derby



Powergen Pegasus Park

munro+whitten maintain close working relationships with its clients, their architects,
engineers and other consultants in the project team. These relationships are formed at
the early masterplanning stage and continue through the design, implementation and
management stages of the project.
munro+whitten also work closely with
artists and sculptors bringing them into
the design team at an early stage, and can
manage and coordinate a network of
specialist consultants within the fields of
ecology, arboriculture, archaeology and
other sciences.
In the years prior to the most recent
economic downturn, munro+whitten had
expanded significantly.
However the
downturn, and a lack of flexibility in
private sector development meant that the
firm needed to operate in a more flexible
environment, and taking space at LCB
Depot allowed for the flexibility to contract and expand. munro+whitten have now reestablished themselves, and have a mix of permanent design staff and freelancers.
munro+whitten are very keen advocates of the Cultural Quarter as a creative enterprise
location, with benefits including a creative working environment in a creative community.
People meet socially and for business at LCB Depot, Phoenix Square and at other venues,
and the Cultural Quarter Association, of which munro+whitten are members, provide a
positive and proactive voice for the area, and support arts, events and regeneration
activities.
munro+whitten were introduced to the CEH project when they took up space at LCB Depot
in 2011, and attended business seminars to re-establish its focus. This led to investigating
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new markets, including working with the public sector, with CEH providing support and
specific advice on procurement processes.
Critically, CEH provided 1-2-1 mentoring support to help the firm to stabilise and reestablish itself. The CEH team were able to empathise, and also support the firm in
accessing other support (such as 50% funding to support investment in new equipment
and software).
munro+whitten are uncertain as to how they would have developed following the downturn
without the support from CEH. The project has helped to access new work and new
markets, and provided the firm with the confidence to adapt and move forwards.
For more information please see: http://www.munro-whitten.co.uk/
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Becky Wilson Social Media Geek

The Social Media Geek is a freelance social media marketing firm specialising in the
utilisation of social media platforms for marketing and promotion purposes. After more
than a decade of working with social media, and five years in marketing, the company’s
director established the business in 2013, with the support of projects such as The Prince’s
Trust, Spring To Action and Creative Enterprise Hub.
The Social Media Geek provides high quality Social Media Management, Digital Marketing,
and Content Creation, as well as training and seminars to a range of clients, which have
included:


Creative Enterprise Hub



Seed Creativity



KSF Global Ltd.



Spring To Action



Leeds Confucius



The Guildhall Wedding Fair



Orange Reel



The Playful Indian

Becky Wilson started the Social Media Geek in 2013, and met CEH at one of the ‘Creative
Coffee’ sessions at LCB Depot, after which she attended one of the two day start up
programmes delivered by the project. Following this she attended other relevant events,
training days and workshops.
CEH provided particular support to the Social Media Geek in terms of the individual barriers
related to making the ‘leap’ from being employed to starting a business, and provided an
opportunity to deliver social media training to other businesses, leading in turn to further
opportunities to deliver training and workshops.
Establishing the Social Media Geek would have been much slower without the support
provided by CEH, and the training and workshop delivery element of the business would
not have been developed. The Social Media Geek is now looking to take on staff in the
near future, and maintain the growth it has experienced to date.
CEH provided the opportunity to network with other like-minded creative entrepreneurs in
the Cultural Quarter. The workshops helped to shape networks, leading to lots of
collaboration and business referrals, which has become a key feature of doing business in
the Cultural Quarter.
For more information please see: http://www.beckywilsongeek.com
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Pivotal Retail Marketing
Pivotal is a Retail Marketing Agency which helps both
brands to increase their potential in store sales by
supplying product promotion through displays, and
retailers by designing and producing these displays.
These in store displays form Pivotal’s main avenue of
business, though the company provides an ‘end to end’
service to its clients.
Pivotal has been trading since 2010, as a small team
which delivers a range of quality promotional and
display material and services to its clients (such as
Nivea), including:



Shopper Insights



Detailed Store Surveys



Creative Design



Collation & Packing



Value Engineering & Development



Warehousing



Manufacturing



Merchandising



Store Audits



Installation & Shop Fitting

The company has a team of seven, three of which Pivotal has taken on since taking up
offices at LCB Depot. As a Retail Marketing Agency, Pivotal provides an ‘end to end’ service
for its clients, supplying not only design for marketing and advertising products, but also
providing advice based upon ‘shopper insights’, as well as taking the design and creating
a final product ready to go into stores for its clients.
Pivotal had already begun trading before they took up office space at the LCB Depot, which
they became aware of when the firm began to look for more suitable space to expand the
business into. Pivotal made several applications and enquiries to other workspaces before
LCB Depot, though the latter provided the best offer for the companies needs at the time.
CEH has given Pivotal a range of benefits since it took up office space, including excellent
access to lots of other creatives, as well as a range of support facilities such as the food
provision and the meeting spaces. LCB Depot has a competitive rates and rents offer, and
its location within the Centre of Leicester has proved very useful in providing pull for staff
and resources. Leicester’s good rail links (and the Depot’s proximity to the railway station)
have aided in Pivotal’s work with clients in London and Birmingham.
Pivotal has on occasion attended workshops run by CEH whilst it has had offices at the
LCB Depot, indicating that they have been useful in providing useful ‘nuggets’ of
information; perspectives that the team may not have considered. Pivotal also indicated
however, that having ad hoc access to business mentoring with the Business Development
Team through catch ups has been useful; not only for the directors but also for Pivotal’s
employees. CEH provide Pivotal with experience and advice, and are a resource to ‘run
things past’, bringing different perspectives.
One of the most crucial support services has been the signposting provided by the business
support services towards grants that would be relevant for Pivotal. One outcome of which
was a significant project in providing advertising to utilise the space on new covers
required for cigarette displays, designing and producing inserts for the ‘slats’ on these
covers. A short marketing window for a solution to the new legislation required a quick
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turnaround from Pivotal, which was achieved through an Enterprising Leicester grant. The
grant allowed Pivotal to take on new staff, develop the website, and procure the necessary
machines and software they needed.
Without the offer provided by CEH, particularly the business support and mentoring,
Pivotal believe that they would not be as far along as they are now. The entire project
has given the company the confidence to go out and make progress; securing new clients,
and more importantly, securing larger projects for larger clients. Pivotal has, as a
consequence, seen a distinct drop in its risk factor, thanks in particular to the grants it has
thus far managed to secure.
Looking to the future, Pivotal intends to continue the rate of its current growth. Whilst
Pivotal does not see the Cultural Quarter as essential to its future growth, they do
acknowledge that they have in the past used freelancers from the company’s locality when
looking to quickly and temporarily increase capacity. Access to this is something Pivotal
would be keen not to lose, should they move away.
Pivotal is keen to see that CEH continue to deliver support going forwards, with particular
reference to the business mentoring offered. Pivotal would also like to see more
workshops run by CEH, with an emphasis on project management and marketing for more
mature businesses, particularly for team members and staff.
For more information please see: http://www.pivotalretailmarketing.co.uk/
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ANNEX 3: BUSINESS BENEFICIARY SURVEY RESULTS
As part of the evaluation of the Creative Enterprise Hub project, DC Research carried out
a survey of businesses which had been, or continued to be involved with the project, to
evaluate the impact that the project has had upon businesses.
Section 4 in the main body of the report includes key impact findings from the survey.
Annex 3 sets out the remaining analysis of the data from the survey of businesses.
The Business Beneficiary survey was designed to cover both the tangible impacts (such as
upon employment and turnover), as well as wider qualitative impacts. The survey was
sent to 189 businesses that had engaged with CEH and had valid email addresses, and
there were 31 valid responses, a response rate of 16.4%. Whilst it was hoped that
responses to the survey would be higher, it should be noted that engagement with CEH
can range from ‘light touch’ workshop attendance to incubation and ongoing mentoring,
and it is likely that responses came from those businesses that had more comprehensive
and ongoing support.
The results of the survey are presented below, alongside analysis of the data, and
summaries of open-ended responses given to relevant questions.
Table A3.1: Number of People Employed in Respondent Business/Enterprise
No. of Employees
Total No. of Employees
1
21
2
8
4
8
5
10
8
8
Total
55
Source: DC Research, 2015 (n=30)

No. of Respondents
21 (70.0%)
4 (13.3%)
2 (6.7%)
2 (6.7%)
1 (3.3%)
30 (100%)

Table A3.1 presents employment data given by respondents to the survey. The number
of employees was asked as an open-ended question, and as such the table lists the range
of responses given in the first column, with the number of respondents who gave each
response in the right-hand column. The centre column gives the total number of
employees, calculated by multiplying the number of employees by the number of
respondents, with the total number of employment across the 31 respondents given at the
bottom of the central column.
The most common type of businesses supported by CEH were micro businesses, with 70%
of respondents employing only one person, including themselves.
Table A3.2 ‘What was your turnover in your last full financial year?’
Estimated Turnover
Less than £24,999
£25,000 to £49,999
£50,000 to £99,999
£100,000 to £249,999
£250,000 to £499,000
Over £500,000
Total
Source: DC Research, 2015 (n=31)

No. of Respondents
21 (67.7%)
2 (6.5%)
2 (6.5%)
4 (12.9%)
0 (0.0%)
2 (6.5%)
31 (100.0%)

Total Value (rounded)
£262,500 (12.0%)
£75,000 (3.4%)
£150,000 (6.9%)
£700,000 (32.0%)
0 (0.0%)
£1,000,000 (45.7%)
£2,187,500 (100.0%)

Table A3.2 presents the estimated turnover of businesses that engaged with CEH in their
last full financial year. Total value was calculated by multiplying the number of
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respondents by the median turnover value for each bracket in the first column (with
exception of ‘Over £500,000’ for which the amount of £500,000 was used in the
calculation). Though micro businesses which turned over less than £25,000 in their last
financial year accounted for nearly 70% of all respondent businesses, they accounted for
only 12% of the total turnover. Conversely, whilst businesses which earned over £500,000
in their last financial year accounted for 6.5% of respondents, they represented nearly
half of the total turnover.
Table A3.3 ‘Where did you first hear about the Creative Enterprise Hub
project?’
Source
Approached by Creative Enterprise Hub
Direct marketing (email, leaflet, etc.)
General word of mouth
Informed by another business
Local Press
Social Media
Website
Other
Source: DC Research, 2015 (n=29)

No. of Respondents
7 (24.1%)
4 (13.8%)
4 (13.8%)
2 (6.9%)
1 (3.4%)
1 (3.4%)
4 (13.8%)
6 (20.7%)

Table A3.3 presents the sources and streams through which respondents’ became aware
of the Creative Enterprise Hub project. The most common form of initial contact or
engagement with the Creative Enterprise Hub project was through being approached by
individuals directly involved in the project. Further to this, a handful of those who selected
the ‘Other’ option, indicated that they had heard about the project through Creative Coffee
events. Some of those respondents who selected ‘Other’ specified that they had been
informed about the project directly from individuals within Leicester City Council.
Table A3.4 ‘Do you think the support available through Creative Enterprise
Hub was well promoted to target individuals and businesses?’
Response
Strongly Agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
Strongly Disagree
Total
Source: DC Research, 2015 (n=29)

No. of Respondents
6 (20.7%)
16 (55.2%)
6 (20.7%)
1 (3.4%)
0 (0.0%)
29 (100.0%)

As indicated by Table A3.4, over three quarters of respondents agreed or strongly agreed
that the support being made available through Creative Enterprise Hub, as well as the
project as a whole, was well marketed overall. In additional comments however, there
were indications that the promotion lacked direction in some regards. A number of
respondents commented that promotion of CEH’s activities was much higher in the city
centre, where businesses might already be aware of this kind of activity through other
streams. Outside of the city centre, some felt that the CEH support activities were not as
well promoted as they could have been. Others mentioned that promotion of CEH was not
as well targeted for older demographics, and also that it was not made clear that it was
accessible for individuals.
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Table A3.5 ‘In general, do you think (eligible) businesses were aware of
support offered?’
Response
Very aware
Generally aware
Not really aware
Not at all aware
Don’t know/not sure
Total
Source: DC Research, 2015 (n=29)

No. of Respondents
1 (3.4%)
20 (69.0%)
6 (20.7%)
0 (0.0%)
2 (6.9%)
29 (100.0%)

Following on from the previous question about promotion of the project, the next question
in the survey asked respondents about awareness of the project from the perspective of
other businesses to which it could be relevant. Table A3.5 shows that nearly 70% of
respondents felt that businesses were generally aware of the support offered by the
Creative Enterprise Hub project, with just over 20% indicated that they felt eligible
businesses were not really aware of available support, and just under 7% were not sure.
None of the respondents businesses felt that eligible businesses were not at all aware of
the support available.
Initial engagement with Creative Enterprise Hub
After these initial questions, respondents were also asked ‘How did you first become
involved with the project?’ A number of businesses indicated that their first experience
of CEH was through communicating with members of the Business Development Team at
Creative Coffee events, and subsequently being invited to take part in the Creative
Enterprise Hub project. As well as this, a number of respondents specified that they had
attended workshops at LCB Depot, and had become aware of and engaged in the project
in this way. Other respondents applied directly to the scheme through other strands, and
some had used some of the facilities available at LCB Depot beforehand, for example,
initially using postal services.
CEH Support Services and Facilities at LCB Depot
Respondents were divided up by the survey into two groups: those who started their
business before engaging with Creative Enterprise Hub (pre-existing businesses), and
those who started their business after engaging with Creative Enterprise Hub (start-ups).
Where questions have been the same for both respondent groups, the samples have been
codified together, and as such analysis will refer to both groups, unless otherwise specified.
Table A3.6 ‘Did you receive support in the form of:’ (Multiple responses)
Type of Support
Two day start-up workshop
Free hot-desking facility in a designated
workspace
1-2-1 coaching or advice
Bespoke business development workshops
Consultancy support
Networking events
Sign-posting to other relevant support
organisations
Source: DC Research, 2015 (n=29) (*n=10)

No. of Respondents
7 (70.0%)*
7 (70.0%)*
22
20
11
21

(75.9%)
(69.0%)
(37.9%)
(72.4%)

12 (41.1%)

Table A3.6 shows the types of support received by businesses through Creative Enterprise
Hub. Across all respondent businesses, the most subscribed support services were the 12-1 coaching, the networking events, and the bespoke business development workshops
with, respectively, 75.9%, 72.4%, and 69.0% of respondents indicating that they had
made use of these services. Consultancy support, and sign-posting to other relevant
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support organisations were the least subscribed support services with, respectively, 37.9%
and 41.1% of respondents indicating that they had made use of these services.
In addition to the support services, start-up businesses were asked as to whether they
had made use of the two day start-up workshop, or the free hot-desking facilities; services
which were only available to start-up businesses. Out of the ten start-up respondents,
70% stated they had attended the two day start-up workshop, and 70% stated they had
made use of the free hot-desking facilities.
An additional question asked whether respondents had received any other forms of support
from Creative Enterprise Hub, to which one respondent explained that some businesses
had been encouraged to meet up with and talk to other businesses in their free time,
working as an extension of the Creative Coffee networking events.
Table A3.7 ‘How effective did you find the start-up/business support
services?’
Very
Effective
Two day start-up
workshop

Effective

7
0
(87.5%)
(0.0%)
6
1
Hot-desking facilities
(85.7%)
(14.3%)
18
6
1-2-1 coaching or advice
(75.0%)
(25.0%)
Business development
11
8
workshops
(45.8%)
(33.3%)
8
3
Consultancy support
(44.4%)
(16.7%)
7
10
Networking events
(30.4%)
(43.5%)
Sign-posting to other
4
9
support
(19.0%)
(42.9%)
Source: DC Research, 2015 (n=29), *(n=10)

Not Very
Effective

Ineffective

0
(0.0%)
0
(0.0%)
0
(0.0%)
2
(8.3%)
0
(0.0%)
4
(17.4%)
3
(14.3%)

0
(0.0%)
0
(0.0%)
0
(0.0%)
1
(4.2%)
0
(0.0%)
0
(0.0%)
1
(4.8%)

Don’t
know/not
sure
1
(12.5%)
0
(0.0%)
0
(0.0%)
2
(8.3%)
7
(38.9%)
2
(8.7%)
4
(19.0%)

Total
8*
(100.0%)
7*
(100.0%)
24
(100.0%)
24
(100.0%)
18
(100.0%)
23
(100.0%)
21
(100.0%)

Table A3.7 displays the effectiveness rating given by respondents for the support services
outlined initially in Table A3.6. Responses relating to the effectiveness of support services
accessed by businesses was positive overall, with most respondents finding the services
they used to be effective or very effective. Several respondents found that the business
development workshops, networking events, and sign-posting were not very effective,
with 8.3%, 17.4%, and 14.3% giving this response, respectively. Only a small number of
businesses found any of the support services to be ineffective, with 4.2% (one business)
indicating this in relation to the business development workshops, and 4.8% (one
business) indicating this in relation to the sign-post to other support.
The most effective service as indicated by respondents was the 1-2-1 coaching, which was
described as effective by 25% of respondents, and as very effective by 75% of
respondents. Although the number of respondents which made use of the consultancy
support was the lowest, none of the respondents found the service to be ineffective, or
not very effective, with 44.4% finding the service very effective and 16.7% finding it
effective; the remaining 38.9% gave the response ‘don’t know/not sure’.
Similarly to the question presented in Table A3.6, businesses which indicated that they
were start-ups were presented with two additional services; the two day start-up
workshop, and the free hot-desking facilities. 87.5% describing the workshop as very
effective (12.5% answered ‘don’t know/not sure), and 85.7% describing the hot-desking
facilities as very effective (14.3% answered ‘effective’).
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Table A3.8 ‘If you have used any of the on-site facilities, or had access to hotdesks:’
Were the facilities available when you needed
them?
Did you find the building accessible?
Did you workspace available fit your needs?
Was the working atmosphere helpful to your
business?
Source: DC Research, 2015 (n=23)

Yes

No

Total

22 (100.0%)

0 (0.0%)

22 (100.0%)

21 (100.0%)
16 (80.0%)

0 (0.0%)
4 (20.0%)

21 (100.0%)
20 (100.0%)

15 (78.9%)

4 (21.1%)

19 (100.0%)

Respondents were positive overall with regards to the availability, accessibility, and
suitability of the on-site facilities available at the LCB Depot, and with regards to the
working atmosphere, as shown in Table A3.8. Amongst those who had made use of the
on-site facilities, all of the respondents indicated that the facilities had been available when
they needed them, and that they had found the building accessible. 80% had found that
the workspace available had suited their needs, and just under 80% had found the working
atmosphere helpful to their business.
Detailed comments highlighted the utility of the space available, and emphasised the
importance that it was available, with respondents specifically mentioning the meeting
rooms and that the kitchen access and secure storage facilities had been particularly
useful. However, flexibility over the permitted use of the space was indicated as a concern,
as the use of some necessary equipment was not allowed. Others also mentioned that
the atmosphere could sometimes be too quiet, and so developing wider activities could
contribute to a more dynamic atmosphere. Further to this, other respondents indicated
that the space was not really suitable to their business needs, citing that it was too small.
Amongst those who had not previously use the on-site facilities, two respondents had
office/work space elsewhere (with one of these having shared space at the Phoenix), and
one other had begun to make use of the workspace available at LCB Depot, as they did
not have space for a home studio. Other businesses gave a variety of reasons, including
existing use of a home office, or particularly, a view that the facilities were not suitable to
their business’s requirements.
Sustainability
Table A3.9 ‘Do you think the impacts your business has experienced as a
consequence of the Creative Enterprise Hub project are sustainable?’
Yes
No
Respondent group:
Started through CEH
Started before CEH
Total
Source: DC Research, 2015 (n=24)

9 (100.0%)
13 (86.7%)
22 (91.7%)

0 (0.0%)
2 (13.3%)
2 (8.3%)

The vast majority of respondents saw that the impacts experienced through the CEH
project would be sustainable over time, especially in the case of those businesses which
started up following their engagement with the CEH project. Additional comments left by
some respondents clarified this, explaining that the lessons they had learned through
engagement with the CEH project would stay with them and continue to improve and grow
their businesses.
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The Wordcloud in Figure A3.1 displays the words which appeared most commonly in
responses to the following question: What do you think the support received already
through the Creative Enterprise Hub project will enable you to achieve in the future?
Figure A3.1 ‘What do you think the support received already through the
Creative Enterprise Hub project will enable you to achieve in the future?’

Source: DC Research, 2015 (n=16); 50 words, word “business” removed

The responses given to the above question most frequently drew attention to ‘confidence’,
be it in relation to, for example, “confidence going forward”, or the “confidence to develop
the team”. One of the most important elements which businesses have taken away from
the Creative Enterprise Hub, is clearly the development of confidence in their own ability
generally, but also in their own ability to grow their business.
The way in which the Creative Enterprise Hub project has helped the respondents in
creating a solid foundation for their businesses, which they can build upon in the future;
it is clear from the feedback that the confidence provided by the project has been essential
in this regard.
A number of respondents also specifically indicated the way in which the project will enable
them to grow their business generally, with one respondent highlighting that thanks to the
project they were becoming more efficient as well as more confident, and as such better
able to grow their business in the future. In addition to this, one respondent also
highlighted that they “[knew] where to look for further support”, should they need it
further down the line.
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Figure A3.2 ‘Is there anything else you think would have turned out
differently had you not received the support from the Creative Enterprise Hub
project?’

Source: DC Research, 2015 (n=11); 50 words, word “business” removed

The above Wordcloud displays the words which appeared most commonly in responses to
the following question: Is there anything else you think would have turned out differently
had you not received the support from the Creative Enterprise Hub project?
Similarly to the previous question, and to the Wordcloud in Figure A3.1, confidence was
again highlighted frequently in the responses to the above question. This was in relation
to the potential lack in confidence to take on larger clients, to undertake new learning
opportunities, or to even set up a business at all.
The respondents indicated a range of ways in which they feel they would have struggled
without the support of the Creative Enterprise Hub project. Some expected that there
business would have been smaller, or their growth slower. One respondent believed that
their business would likely not have even survived its first year.
In providing the necessary tools, support and expertise, the Creative Enterprise Hub has
clearly been important to the development of businesses, but also to the ability of
individuals to have a stable platform through which they can ensure the sustainability of
their businesses.
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Figure A3.3 ‘What, if any, key lesson have you learned through the Creative
Enterprise Hub project?’

Source: DC Research, 2015 (n=13); 50 words, no words removed

The above Wordcloud displays the words which appeared most commonly in responses to
the following question: What, if any, key lesson have you learned through the Creative
Enterprise Hub project?
When it came to key lessons, a range of different answers were given by respondents, and
as such no one key theme stands out in the above Wordcloud. This in and of itself
demonstrates the wide reaching nature of the Creative Enterprise Hub project, that
individuals took a range of different key lessons away from their experiences.
Something which occurred frequently in the responses to the question, was that it was
important to ask for help and support if it was required. Indicating that the help and
support from the CEH project was important, respondents highlighted that a key lesson
was to reach out for this guidance when they needed to.
Also highlighted commonly was an appreciation for the importance of networking and
communicating with other businesses, but also as a way to find potential customers, and
develop local contacts.
A number of respondents indicated lessons about business processes relevant to their
sector, as well as lessons related to general processes such as finance management and
bookkeeping, and marketing.
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Figure A3.4 ‘Are there any considerations/options for future development of
Creative Enterprise Hub’s activities?’

Source: DC Research, 2015 (n=11); 50 words, words “businesses” and “creative” removed

The above Wordcloud displays the words which appeared most commonly in responses to
the following question: Are there any considerations/options for future development of
Creative Enterprise Hub’s activities?
Similarly to Figure A3.3, in the Wordcloud in the above Figure A3.4 no one theme appears
more frequently than any others, indicating a wide range of suggestions for the
development of Creative Enterprise Hub going forward.
‘Networking meetings’ appeared as a phrase in a handful of responses, though with
differing perspectives on the idea; one respondents indicated that there was an
overreliance on networking meetings by the CEH project, and not enough focus by the
project on individual business activity, and matching businesses up with others which were
relevant, to produce real world projects. Another respondent, suggested that through
very useful, it was worth shifting the promotion of meetings to encourage attendance from
businesses and individuals other than only creatives, to encourage wider networking.
In a similar strand, another respondent suggested that encouraging the involvement of
creatives outside of LCB Depot could be beneficial, emphasizing the importance of drawing
in experienced individuals and companies to provide guidance and advice to those at LCB
Depot.
Other suggestions included, more promotion of events, and of the support which is
available, more investment in sector specific support, and continuing to support
established businesses, amongst other things.
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Figure A3.5 ‘What type(s) of support would help you in the future?’

Source: DC Research, 2015 (n=14); 50 words, no words removed

The above Wordcloud displays the words which appeared most commonly in responses to
the following question: What type(s) of support would help you in the future?
Going forward, one of the core types of support that respondents felt would help them in
the future, was ‘mentoring’. For the respondents, this meant a range of different types of
mentoring including: 1-2-1 mentoring from other creatives, short drop-in sessions,
mentoring/coaching from industry-related experts, and peer mentoring. Reflecting the
positive response to the existing 1-2-1 coaching offer, further mentoring with a wider
scoping is something which came out strongly in the respondent’s answers to the above
question.
Alongside this mentoring, other forms of advice and guidance which respondents would
like to see in the future include: business audits, bookkeeping and tax skills guidance, and
accountancy and budgeting advice, grant advice, business support around managing
growth, more network meetings in the local area, and free office space.
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